It has been shown that the presence of non-minimally coupled scalar fields giving rise to a fifth force can noticeably alter dynamics on galactic scales. Such a fifth force must be screened in the Solar System but if unscreened it can have a similar observational effects as a component of non-baryonic matter. We consider this possibility in the context of the vertical motions of local stars in the Milky Way disk by reframing a methodology used to measure the local density of dark matter. By attempting to measure the properties of the symmetron field required to support vertical velocities we can test it as a theory of modified gravity and understand the behaviour of screened scalar fields in galaxies. In particular this relatively simple setup allows the symmetron field profile to be solved for model parameters where the equation of motion becomes highly nonlinear and difficult to solve in other contexts. We update the existing Solar System constraints for this scenario and find a region of parameter space not already excluded that can explain the vertical motions of local stars out to heights of 1 kpc. At larger heights the force due to the symmetron field profile exhibits a characteristic turn over which would allow the model to be distinguished from a dark matter halo.
I. INTRODUCTION
The era of precision cosmology has confirmed that the ΛCDM paradigm is in exceptional accordance with observations from galactic scales up to the Hubble scale. However the nature of both of the eponymous components of this model remain unknown. We do not understand why the quantum vacuum energy contributes an effective cosmological constant that is so much larger than the observed value. The particle nature of cold dark matter has also eluded all direct and indirect methods of detection. The masses of proposed dark matter candidates range from ultra-light scalars, m ∼ 10 −22 eV [1] , to multiple solar mass black holes m ∼ 10 58 GeV [2]. The symmetron model [3, 4] (see also earlier work Refs. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ) is a scalar-tensor theory proposed as a way of understanding how new light degrees of freedom could be present on the largest scales in the universe, and yet remain undetected in laboratory and Solar System tests of gravity [11] . Whilst the cosmological constant problem remains unsolved it is important to understand what new physics can be present on these scales [12] .
The symmetron scalar field is non-minimally coupled so it can be thought of as mediating a fifth force. To evade stringent Solar System constraints on such a force the model has 'screening mechanism' which means it can give rise to observable deviations from general relativity (GR) on some scales, whilst remaining undetectable on others. This can be achieved through non-trivial self interactions that cause the properties of scalar perturbations (which mediate fifth forces) to depend on the background field configuration. As the scalar field is sourced by the local matter density (or equivalently by the local * ciaran.aj.ohare@gmail.com scalar curvature) screening ensures that the effects of the field become small in regions of high density, including the local environment, but can be larger in the cosmological vacuum. For the symmetron model this occurs by making the strength of the coupling between the scalar field and matter dependent on the local matter energy density in such a way that the theory has spontaneous symmetry breaking between regions of high and low density.
The effects of the symmetron mechanism on cosmological scales is the source of much interest presently, see e.g. Refs. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . It also was recently realised that, for a particular choice of the mass of the scalar, the symmetron fifth force could play a role on sub-galactic scales [21] . In fact the presence of this force could explain the rotation curves and stability of disk galaxies without the need for any dark matter component 1 . Additionally the symmetron force provides a natural explanation of the observed radial acceleration relation [22] and may resolve a tension in the central velocity dispersions of globular clusters [23] (although in this latter case a dark matter contribution is also assumed). The efficacy of screening mechanisms may also be affected if one permits scalar waves to propagate through the galaxy by finding solutions beyond the quasi-static approximation [24, 25] .
Other attempts have been made to replace cold dark matter with a modification of gravity, including MOdified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) [26, 27] , and its extension as a Tensor-Vector-Scalar (TeVeS) theory [28] , and generally covariant MOdified Gravity (MOG) [29, 30] . Other scalar field theories have also been constructed to reproduce galactic rotation curves [31] . The inter-est of the symmetron is that it is a simple, well-defined, relativistic theory and yet can still reproduce observed galactic dynamics while functioning as a prototype for more complete descriptions of similar models such as in Refs. [32, 33] .
Of course simply explaining the rotation curves of disk galaxies is an insufficient case for considering a model an alternative to the cold dark matter paradigm. Nevertheless the symmetron remains of interest for two reasons: Firstly, considering the symmetron as a modification of gravity, it shows that such modifications can have significant, or even dominant, effects on galactic scales and yet remain compatible with local tests. If such modifications of gravity are present this would lead to significant corrections to predictions of the amount of dark matter in our galaxy. Hence we can gain insight into how these effects manifest across the available model parameter space by considering the extreme case where it completely substitutes the role of dark matter. Secondly, since in the Einstein frame the symmetron takes the form of a light-Higgs portal theory with spontaneous symmetry breaking [33] , we are able show that the inclusion of non-minimal couplings between a light scalar and the standard model can give rise to fifth forces playing a significant role on galactic scales. Light scalars are currently considered as potential cold dark matter particles, and yet their non-minimal couplings to gravity are commonly neglected. Such couplings can be tuned to be absent at one energy scale, but will be generated by quantum corrections as the theory is allowed to run [34] .
In this work we consider our own galaxy, and whether the observed dynamics of local stars in the Milky Way (MW) can be explained by the presence of a fifth force. This has been attempted previously in the context of MOND [35, 36] , but here, as in Ref. [21] we consider the symmetron model. In this particular scenario rather than finding a galactic solution in the radial direction we focus on the vertical direction. Using the kinematics of stars perpendicular to the plane of the galactic disk (z) one can attempt to model the shape of the modified gravitational potential provided by the symmetron field. As this is a first exploratory analysis we reduce the problem to a 1-dimensional one, with idealised but, importantly, self-consistent data. We do this because our desire is to understand in particular the behaviour of the symmetron in the Galactic disk and its impact on baryonic matter, whilst also exploring the available model parameter space in detail. As such we require that our methods are highly efficient and that we are able to isolate the impact of the symmetron. As well as lending insight into the behaviour of scalar fields on sub-galactic scales, this simplification allows us to find solutions in highly stiff and nonlinear regimes, and demonstrate whether a follow-up analysis with, for example, the recent full release of data from the Gaia survey would be worthwhile. Using a 1-dimensional approximation does unfortunately set certain limitations on the scales over which one may probe, for example one may use only the closest stars (z 1 kpc) so that the various approximations required are valid, for ignoring the radial motions of stars and the gradient of the MW rotation curve. To begin in Sec. II we introduce the symmetron model and its screening mechanism and describe existing constraints on the model parameters. Then in Sec. III we describe the vertical motions of local stars and how they can be used to measure the shape of the gravitational potential in the disk. We then apply the symmetron model to this astrophysical setting and in Sec. IV we describe the numerical routine used to solve for the symmetron field. We present our results in Sec. V and summarise in Sec. VI.
II. THE SYMMETRON
Modifications of Einstein's general relativity (GR) often involve the addition of a scalar field. Such scalartensor theories can be written in two forms: in the Jordan frame where the scalar couples non-minimally to gravity, and does not directly couple to matter fields; and the Einstein frame where the scalar couples non-minimally to matter and minimally to gravity. The difference between these two frames is just a series of field redefinitions so physical observables are unaffected by the change of frame.
The general Einstein frame action for a conformal scalar-tensor theory with a scalar field ϕ, coupled to matter via some function A(ϕ) is
where R is the Ricci scalar, g µν is the Einstein frame metric, V (ϕ) is the potential for the field and S m is the action for matter fields ψ m . The equation of motion that follows from varying this action is,
where the trace of the energy momentum tensor has been written in terms of the conserved local density of nonrelativistic matter, ρ. The form of Eq.(2) suggests that we might define an effective potential for the field as
Scalar-tensor theories of gravity then have an associated 'fifth force' felt by test particles that depends on spatial gradients in the field
The existence of fifth forces is tightly constrained by tests of GR in the Solar System (see e.g. Ref. [37] ). This means that to function as a viable modification of gravity they must be somehow screened locally. This screening can proceed via a mass dependent on the local density such as in chameleon mechanism [38, 39] or through a modification to the kinetic term of the scalar field used by the Vainshtein mechanism [40] . The symmetron mechanism however [3, 4] , restores a spontaneously broken symmetry in regions of high density in order to screen the fifth force. To do this, the simplest symmetron model has a quartic potential,
with quadratic coupling function,
such that the effective potential is
The dependence of the effective mass term on ρ(x) means that the theory can undergo spontaneous symmetry breaking between regions of high and low density. At high densities when the mass term is positive the potential has one minimum at ϕ = 0 and Z 2 symmetry. In low enough densities the sign of the mass term flips, the symmetry is broken around the new minima at ϕ = ±v where we define v = µ/ √ λ as the field vacuum expectation value (vev) in the symmetry broken regime.
Using Eq. (4) the fifth force due to the symmetron felt by a small test mass depends on the field profile as
Since the model has a nonzero vev in regions of low density, any spatial variation in the field due to the presence of matter will induce a fifth force. In regions of high enough density, since the symmetry restoration moves the vev to 0, the matter coupling vanishes and the fifth force is said to be screened. The length scale for the force is the Compton wavelength ∼ 1/m where m is the symmetron mass. In regions of high density this is m 2 in = (ρ/M 2 − µ 2 ) > 0 whereas in low densities expanding the potential around the new vev ϕ = ±v gives a mass of m 2 out = 2(µ 2 − ρ/M 2 ) ≈ 2µ 2 . The symmetron model has been designed specifically to be compatible with local tests of gravity, so it should not be surprising that constraints on the parameters of the theory, {M, µ, λ}, or equivalently {M, µ, v}, are weak [11] . The tightest constraints on symmetrons that we consider here -those which are light on galactic scales -come from bounds on their two post-Newtonian (PPN) parameters with non-vanishing deviations from GR in the Solar System 3 . In Ref. [32] , following Ref. [4] , constraints were placed on the symmetron model using PPN parameter estimates and the existing constraints from lunar laser ranging as well as time-delay experiments performed with the Cassini spacecraft [37, 44] . These constraints assumed a galactic density profile with dark matter so we must go back to the approach taken by Ref. [4] but now using field values updated for this dark matter-free context. Firstly, Cassini and lunar laser ranging data requires that we have for the PPN parameters γ and β respectively, |γ − 1| 10
For a general scalar-tensor theory these parameters are prescribed [44] 
where ω(ϕ) is the Brans-Dicke parameter,
in which we have substituted in the symmetron model coupling function A(ϕ) = 1 + ϕ 2 /2M 2 . For small values of ϕ (i.e. in the screened regime) one can simplify locally to get,
which in most cases is the more stringent of the two constraints. Since we will solve the equation of motion in terms of a dimensionless field value φ ≡ ϕ/v, only then rescaling the field to meet the required strength for the force, we can define a maximum value that the rescaled v can take while satisfying the constraint Eq. (9),
For a given value of M the allowed range for v is bounded from above by this value, but also for some regions by another condition ensuring that v < M , as required for the predictivity 4 of an effective field theory (EFT) description for the symmetron model [32] . We may also set a lower limit by how weak we allow the fifth force to be. The overall strength of the force relative to Newtonian gravity can be expressed as,
Since we want the symmetron to support galactic dynamics we want it to be at least as strong as gravity when unscreened, so we set v min /M Pl = (M/M Pl ) 2 . This constraint need not necessarily be imposed directly since it should be recovered by the inability of the solution to provide the needed force in the absence of dark matter.
We display the PPN constraints from measurements of |γ − 1| and |β − 1| on the three symmetron parameters in Fig. 1 . In the M − µ plane we show there is a region that gives a value for v max incompatible with the other bounds. Note that computing these constraints requires the knowledge of ϕ(0) from the solution of the symmetron equation of motion in the Galaxy which is the subject of later sections. In the interest of clarity we introduce them here first. Figure 1 shows the value of v max from Eq. (16) that sets the upper limit for the rescaled fifth force for a given pair of M and µ. The regions delimited by the red lines show the boundaries above which (
2 , or in other words there are no values above each line for which the symmetron can provide a fifth force stronger than gravity whilst also satisfying the Solar System constraints |γ − 1| 0 10 −5 and/or |β − 1| 0 10 −4 . Below the lower line there are values of v that can satisfy all the constraints, but are bounded by the value v max indicated by the shade of blue. In the white region the value of v max exceeds M so at this point the upper limit is set instead by the requirement for the predictivity of the EFT: v < M (in Planck units). As described earlier, the bound set by Cassini for |γ − 1| is the most stringent for the range we explore here. However the line for |β − 1| becomes stronger when reaching down to smaller values of M since |β−1| contains an enhancement of (M Pl /M ) 2 relative to |γ − 1|.
III. THE MOTIONS OF LOCAL STARS
The growing velocity dispersion profile for stars at increasing heights (z) above the plane of the MW Galactic disk demonstrates the need for a source of additional 4 Although on this note one should keep in mind that for the very small values of λ that must be considered for the symmetron to act over galactic scales, the couplings are necessarily very fine tuned and radiative corrections to the theory must be carefully considered. This is especially important if one wants to consider the symmetron (and fifth forces in general) in terms of sensible quantum field theories with standard model couplings. See for example Ref. [33] for more discussion of this issue. 16). The blue shaded regions indicate the maximum value that v may take to ensure that there is no measurable fifth force in the Solar System. We also show as two red lines the boundary above which no value of v that satisfies the constraints on |γ − 1| and |β − 1| can simultaneously provide a fifth force stronger than gravity, i.e. vmax/M Pl < (M/M Pl ) 2 . The region below the lower line is permitted but bounded from above by vmax. Note that on the top horizontal axis we show the size of the Compton wavelength in the symmetry broken regime where ρ ≈ 0 defined as ∞ ∼ 1/ 2µ 2 .
gravitational potential beyond what can be supplied by the observed distribution of baryonic matter. If we are to replace dark matter with a screened fifth force as suggested in Ref. [21] we must show that as well as for circular motions it can mimic the role played by the dark matter halo in explaining the observed dynamics of these local stars as well . If it can then the symmetron fits at least one more requirement to be a viable replacement for dark matter on sub-galactic scales, in which case we can compare the ranges of required parameter values for M , µ and v with those found through other means, e.g. in the Solar System, galactic rotation curves, dwarf galaxies or the CMB.
When describing local stellar kinematics one generally must start with the collisionless Boltzmann equation,
where f (x, v, t) is the phase space distribution function for the stellar field. In the Newtonian weak-field gravity we also have Poisson's equation which relates the gravitational potential Φ to the total mass density ρ = ρ stars + ρ gas + ρ dm + ...
In cylindrical co-ordinates, (R, θ, z), one can extract three Jeans equations by integrating the Boltzmann equation over all velocities. This requires that we express the phase space distribution in terms of ν(x) which is just the positional part of f (x, v, t). Here we are interested in only one of these; the z-direction (referred to as the vertical direction) which is,
where the relevant components of the velocity dispersion tensor are,
and
The first term in Eq. (20) is known as the tilt term and involves the coupling of radial and vertical motions of the stars. For a first approximation, as long as we work close enough to the disk plane we can suitably ignore this term. The reason is because for a first order expansion around R = 8 kpc and z = 0 the gravitational potential is separable in R and z and hence the cross term must vanish. In reality however the tilt term it is simply just smaller than the other terms. In estimates of the local dark matter density, ignoring the tilt term adds around a 10% uncertainty [45] , which is most important when the stellar density distribution is sampled beyond ∼ 1 kpc [46] . Close enough to the center of the disk it is satisfactory to use a 1-dimensional approximation and indeed this has been used frequently in the past in testbed analyses such as this. Moreover this allows us to assume the separability of the symmetron equation of motion as we discuss in Sec. IV. Under the approximation, the above equation is simplified to
which has a solution for the stellar density distribution,
We must also deal with Poisson's equation. Expanding first in cylindrical coordinates,
where we ignore the azimuthal term since for local tracers the density is essentially symmetric in this direction. The second term on the left hand side can be written in terms of the rotation curve,
Again, for stars sufficiently close to the plane of the disk, and at R 8 kpc, the rotation curve is roughly flat which means we can safely ignore the second term of Eq. (25) leaving,
The baryonic part of ρ is comprised of stars ( ), gas (g) and stellar remnants (•) with a total surface density of roughly Σ b = Σ + Σ g + Σ • (28.9 + 18 + 7.2) M pc −2 , with most of the uncertainty on the gas [47] . Since we explore symmetron model parameters over many orders of magnitude, varying the precise shape of the baryonic density profile will not be a particularly enlightening exercise for these first tests. So we use a simple two parameter function that has been used in the past as an approximate analytic model [45, 46] 
where d b = 0.18 kpc and k b = 1500 (km/s) 2 kpc −1 . As a proxy for the inevitable uncertainty on the baryonic surface density we allow errors of ∆d b = 0.02 kpc and ∆k b = 150 (km/s) 2 kpc on the two parameters of this model, we discuss the impact of these uncertainties in Sec. V. We are only considering a smooth density profile. This too is an approximation since at some level the density is composed partly of discrete objects that the symmetron will respond to individually. However even for our most massive symmetrons their unscreened Compton wavelengths are still larger than, or on the order of, the average separation between stars in the MW. Next, the vertical force profile is found by integrating the z-component of Poisson's equation,
Using this model allows us to build a way of testing the symmetron with simulated data that is entirely selfconsistent within the simplifying assumptions we have made.
Next we have the dark matter contribution which serves as our comparison. In an NFW halo and in the absence of any dark disk, the dark matter density at our galactic radius can be treated as constant up to z ∼ 1 kpc, with a total integrated surface density in the region of Σ dm ∼ 16 M pc −2 . In our analysis, we add new physics but rather than modifying Poisson's equation with an additional contribution to ρ(z), we instead modify the Jeans equation, with an additional contribution to the force felt by the tracer stars. We must instead solve
and with the profile for ϕ(z) supplied by the solution to the symmetron equation of motion,
The 1-dimensional approximation is applied to the equation of motion as well, where we have assumed separability in z.
The data used for measurements of the local dark matter density are populations of tracer stars of a given stellar class that have enough phase space information to calculate their vertical velocity dispersion from the Jeans equation, as a function of z. The test of the symmetron is analogous and takes the form of a consistency check between the gravitational potential implied by the dynamics of the stars with the dynamics of the stars implied by the symmetron field profile. As a first step we can determine whether the symmetron mechanism is capable of mimicking dark matter in this way by considering the idealised scenario. The tracers we use are mock data based on this simplified model presented in Ref. [45] . They therefore represent something of a best case scenario, being entirely self-consistent within this model and having no observational uncertainties on the data itself which would make our conclusions less coherent. In this first instance this will be the clearest way to determine how successfully the symmetron can reproduce local stellar kinematics. A measurement would of course then be possible through the same treatment using a suitable population of stellar tracers from the high statistics/high quality Gaia data. We leave this for future work although since we explore the symmetron model space over so many orders of magnitude the precise shape of the baryon surface density profile and data uncertainties will have a subdominant impact. Hence we anticipate that many of the broad conclusions we present here will hold.
The mock data set is generated assuming a constant dark matter contribution to ρ, meaning the vertical force profile is linear,
where F = 2πGρ dm = 267.65 (km/s) 2 kpc −2 . We assume we have one isothermal tracer density profile,
where z 0 = 0.4 kpc is the scale height of the isothermal. In general the data may be comprised of a sum of many different isothermal profiles. The dispersion velocity σ z can be calculated once the vertical force profiles have been obtained,
We show the mock data along with the underlying model in Fig. 2 . We show both the contribution from the baryons only and the baryon+dark matter model used to create the data. We require the symmetron to mimic this linearly increasing dark matter contribution. However since the data depend upon the integral of the vertical force profiles, the shape of K sym may be significantly different from K dm while yielding similar shapes for σ z . We also show the small-z asymptotic behaviour for a particular set of symmetron parameters. We show how these parameters and the asymptotic solution is found in the next section.
IV. SYMMETRON IN THE DISK A. Asymptotic solutions
To find the fifth force experienced by the stars we need to know how the symmetron field responds to a given matter density profile ρ(z). The field profile will be determined by the equation of motion,
The full solution to this nonlinear equation must be found numerically enforcing the relevant boundary conditions. We wish to subject the equation to the conditions ϕ (0) = We can find the asymptotic behaviours of the solution at small and large z by making a quadratic approximation of the potential. This is valid because at very low densities the field value will be close to ϕ ∼ v and at high densities close to 0 allowing us to safely ignore the (ϕ − v) 4 and ϕ 4 terms respectively in an expansion of V (ϕ). For small z and high densities this leads to
whereas for large z and low densities we must solve,
assuming that the density profile decays towards large values of z. Both equations yield exponential solutions. For the z ∼ 0 case, the requirement that gradient must vanish leaves us with a solution with one free constant,
On the other hand, the field at large z must decay towards the vev so we have the solution,
We can eliminate these constants to end up with formulae at some minimum and maximum z,
and,
We can proceed now by recalling that we want the fifth force to mimic dark matter, i.e. K sym − 2F z. This form for the fifth force can be realised, but only for small enough z. Since ϕ must increase with z and the gradient of the field approaches 0 at both the center of the disk and at infinity, this means that the fifth force must have an extremum at some z. The location of this extremum will reflect the scale height of the baryonic density profile but will also be controlled by the length scale over which the symmetron responds to changes in density, i.e. the Compton wavelength. Hence the manner in which we can engineer the symmetron to best mimic dark matter will be to tune the model parameters to delay the onset of the turn over in the gradient of ϕ to value of z larger than the spatial extent sampled by the data. Starting from the symmetron profile at small z we can use the desired scale for the force F to fix the constant A. From the formula for the symmetron fifth force we find,
So we require the symmetron coupling scale and Compton wavelength at small z to roughly follow,
for (0 − 1 kpc) > 1 kpc, in order for the small-z solution to persist out past the extent of the data. Assuming this solution, the constant v can then be freely chosen to bring the force up to the required strength. In Fig. 2 we showed the resulting dispersion velocity from this field profile, assuming it extends over the full z range shown. The band demonstrates the range of profiles for values of (1 kpc) ∈ [3, 100] kpc, and allowing a 50% uncertainty in the initial gradient F . The regime of values where we expect this solution to be found is shown in Fig. 3 where we display how the Compton wavelength at 1 kpc varies with M and µ.
B. Full solution
To solve the equation of motion numerically we work in dimensionless units where φ = ϕ/v and x = z/1 kpc. By substituting in λ = µ 2 /v 2 we see that v can be eliminated, since this parameter only controls the scale of the field value and not the profile. The equation is then in the form,
The equation of motion contains a nonlinearity and a range of length scales which can be separated by many orders of magnitude, or can conspire to have ρ(z)/M 2 ≈ µ 2 such that the Compton wavelength diverges within the region of interest. We also have an infinite integration domain. We find that the most efficient and reliable way to solve the equation over the large range of model parameters we need to explore is by spatially discretising the problem and dynamically relaxing the equation from some initial guess. The equation is a Laplace-Poisson PDE, which we have already greatly simplified by moving to a 1-dimensional version of the problem. The second derivative can be computed after a suitable discretisation of φ i with the finite difference operator,
(46) Substituting this formula into the equation of motion and rearranging for φ i we can use neighbouring points in one particular solution for φ to evolve each point in the discretisation. There are three methods one can iterate to evolve from some initial solution. The most aggressive way is to evaluate a new φ i at each point i using gradients computed from the previous iteration. However when the equation is very stiff or if the initial input solution is far from the true solution, this method is likely to diverge quickly. A more stable method is to employ a GaussSeidel sweep by beginning the evaluation at one end of the integration regime then computing updated gradients for each point sequentially. We find that sweeping from z = 0 up to some z max achieves faster convergence than the reverse. However for cases when z max is much larger than the inner 1 kpc we can adaptively find a finer solution for small values z more quickly sweeping in the reverse direction. We also implement an adaptive underrelaxation where only a fraction of the updated φ i values are incremented if the routine begins to diverge.
Since the true integration domain is infinite in extent we must find a suitably large z max such that the evolution at smaller z is robust against changes to this value. We can make a guess towards the size of the domain required from the behaviour of the Compton wavelength. For values of µ and M for which grows with z, we find that the final solution is unaffected by changes in z max so long as the z max (z max ), this is demonstrated in Fig. 4 . Since for some choices of M and µ we can have the situation in which (z) → ∞ for some z, this method for finding z max does not always give an integration domain large enough since there will be an expanse of smaller values of z where the field responds very slowly to changes in ρ.
To rectify this we perform the checks that z max is large enough as we explore the parameter space, ensuring that the domain always captures the full evolution.
To begin the routine we also need an initial guess input solution. We can quite comfortably interpolate between our large and small z asymptotic solutions with a guess of the form ϕ = 1−(1−A) sech n (z/z g ). For much of the parameter space this function is a very good approximation to the true solution so using the PDE to perform a fit for some {A, n, z g } we can obtain some initial conditions that are close to the true solutions. This saves on the number of iterations needed as well as improving stability in the early stages of the relaxation. Unfortunately however for some of the very stiff areas of the parameter space this guess profile is insufficient because there can be a large separation between the scale over which the field initially increases from its central value and the scale needed for the field to decay to v. This intermediate, highly nonlinear regime is difficult to capture with the sech profile. However for the type of analysis we are developing here, we must solve the equation of motion many times for a range of model parameters. So when we scan across the parameter space, we can start from a point where the equation is unstiff and easy to solve (at large M and µ) with the aforementioned guess, then move gradually towards the stiff part of the parameter space (small M and small µ) using each previous solution as the input for the next. This too greatly saves in terms of the number of iterations required to find each individual solution and also reduces the risk that the routine will diverge.
Another problematic region is for very small values M when the ρ(z)/M 2 term dominates over a large range of z forcing ϕ to be remain very close to 0, up to some height much larger than usual where the field begins to decay towards v. Generally this occurs for coupling scales below M 10 −6 M Pl . The numerical issue is due to the fact that the method for finding z max from the behaviour of the Compton wavelength does not account for this nonlinear thin-shell effect. But by extending the integration domain by the length over which this effect persists we can reach accurate solutions as M decreases. Also since the field approaches values extremely close to 0, we can resolve precision issues in calculating gradients by fitting to the analytic ϕ ∝ cosh(z/ ) solution which becomes an extremely good approximation in this regime.
V. RESULTS
We show the partial evolution of the symmetron field in the left hand panel of Fig. 5 for a range of values of µ and, simply for visual clarity, a single value of M . Then in the right hand panel of Fig. 5 we show the profile of the fifth force Eq.(4), as a function of z for the same parameter ranges as in the previous figure. We also display as black lines the vertical force due to the baryonic density alone, and the fifth force from baryons and a constant dark matter contribution, which was used in generating the data that serves as our comparison.
The result of the fit to dispersion velocity data is shown in Fig. 6 . The fit is performed by first solving the symmetron equation of motion for a given set of {M, µ}. We then use the symmetron field profile to calculate the vertical force according to equation Eq. (4). Then inserting this into Eq. (35) we calculate the expected dispersion velocities, however we need to set the scale of the strength of the force by choosing v. We do this by implementing a simple χ 2 test comparing the calculated σ z (z) with the data from Fig. 2 . We minimise the χ 2 value as a function of v. In the left hand panel we display the reduced χ 2 value as a function of M and µ, with regions with a fitted value of v incompatible with the constraints overlain. We emphasise not to place too much weight on the numerical value of χ 2 here since the fit takes the values of k b and d b as perfectly known, we simply wish to visually display how the shapes of the symmetron induced velocity dispersion profiles compare across the model space and which are incompatible with the bounds. In addition we show the resulting fits for σ z (z) in the right hand panel, not including the solutions for parameter values ruled out (indicated by the grey regions). There is a band of symmetron parameters can reproduce the dispersion velocity data up to around z ∼ 1 kpc, importantly one can notice that this band has values of ϕ at the solar position that allow the model to escape the PPN bounds for the fitted value of v. It was suggested in Ref. [32] that this degenerate band of solutions might be present and indeed one could exploit this to find solutions for symmetrons with even smaller Compton wavelengths 5 . Although there will be a limitation on this from the quickly decreasing constraint on |β − 1| for very small values of M . The model that provides the best fit we indicate with a white triangle in the left hand panel, and a white line on the right hand side. These values are M = 10 −4.8 M Pl , µ = 10 −34.9 GeV and v = 10 −8.3 M Pl , which only just escapes the bound, however all values within the darkest blue region provide a similar shape at these heights. Interestingly the symmetron can provide a decent fit at level of σ z (z) even though the dark matter and symmetron vertical forces have quite different profiles, as shown in Fig. 5 . We anticipate that including the shape of the baryon density in r and using stars at larger heights above the disk including the tilt term may allow the two models to be distinguished, if this characteristic turn over in the vertical force can be measured (or otherwise).
Although we do not discuss this idea in detail, one might add a further constraint on the parameter space here by enforcing the stability of the galactic disk. This was shown in Ref. [21] , and amounts to a bound of (very approximately) v 6 × 10 −3 M which our best fit region partly satisfies. However the precise numerical factor is uncertain and depends upon on an integral of the field over the full Galaxy which is not provided in our results. Nevertheless since our field profiles vary over a significantly larger range of values of ϕ than the assumption used in the calculating this constraint, the numerical factor would be much larger bringing our results much more into consistency with disk stability.
The above results hold for a specific input baryon density model, finally for comparison we demonstrate the effect of uncertainties in this profile by varying the two parameters k b and d b within approximate 68% uncertainties of ∆k b ∼ 150 (km s −1 ) 2 kpc −1 and ∆d b ∼ 0.02 kpc respectively. We show how this affects the field profile and resulting best fit dispersion profile in Fig. 7 , when values of k b and d b are set as unknown parameters and fit with the above uncertainties. Allowing the baryon density to vary we are able to recover a similar fit but with the addition of an uncertainty in the recovered σ z (z) equivalent to a change of factor of a few in the parameters M or µ describing the shape of the profile, or up to a factor of two in v setting the strength of the force. We find that if one has a sharper decrease in ρ(z) due to a smaller value of d b or a higher peak density due to a larger value of k b then these both have the effect of increasing the strength of the force and hence lowering the required value of v. Thus we expect that one may permit a widening of our best fit region (as well as a weakening of the Solar System constraint) by up to a factor of two if one treats the baryonic density profile as not perfectly well known. Although we have implemented this uncertainty in a rather simplistic way (a full likelihood fit including these parameters would be a more appropriate method when using a real data set) it nevertheless serves as a heuristic indicator for the effect of changing the baryon density. As suggested earlier we see that this uncertainty plays a subdominant role when exploring over many orders of magnitude in the symmetron parameter space. 
VI. SUMMARY
We have found solutions for the symmetron field profile in the Milky Way disk in a simplified 1-dimensional system which allows us to explore regimes of coupling values not already explored in previous work. This also allows us to update Solar System PPN constraints for the symmetron dark matter model and find viable parameter space not already ruled out. In previous analyses this region was left unexplored due to significant numerical challenges found in solving the extremely stiff nonlinear equation of motion containing a wide range of length scales. However with a specialised dynamical relaxation method detailed in Sec. IV we have shown that exploring this region is beneficial since solutions here can allow the symmetron fifth force to replicate the effects of a roughly constant dark matter density with regards to the vertical kinematics of nearby stars. This is one step in constructing a model for scalar field dark matter as has already been initiated by previous groups. However we must emphasise there are a number of additional follow up questions that must be answered.
The next step will be to extend beyond the 1-dimensional system. This is crucial for two reasons. Firstly, for the symmetron parameter µ which controls the exponential decay of the field to the unscreened vev, we are forced to not explore much smaller values because one cannot trust the 1-dimensional approximation when the field decays so far away from the scale height of the disk. Already here for values of µ 10 −36 GeV it is likely that the 3-dimensional shape of the disk and the stellar bulge will begin to become important in computing the relevant field values at our location. However our results already identify an interesting part of the parameter space in which to look when extending to a multidimensional solver, and indeed many of our viable solutions act over short enough scales for this to not be an important issue. However the second reason we should look towards this extension is the fact that at large values of z the data become sensitive to the correlations between the radial and vertical motions with the increasing importance of the tilt term in the Jeans equation. Modelling the tilt term is required for accuracy below the ∼10% level in measurements of the dark matter density [45] , and ignoring it is responsible for a large underestimate in the values of σ z (z) at heights above ∼ 1 kpc. Given that the recent Gaia-DR2 possesses very high statistics for local stellar kinematics, we anticipate strong constraints to come when folding this new data into these types of analyses. Finally we note that although the symmetron can be shown to mimic dark matter within the scope of the sample data presented here, there are notable differences in the predictions of the dispersion profile out to larger z that distinguish it as a model. In particular the symmetron model exhibits a turn over in the fifth force at some z as the field decays back towards the vev at low densities, and with kinematic data at large distances combined with a multidimensional solution and analysis it will certainly be possible to distinguish this prediction for galactic dynamics, further excluding more of the parameter space. Our numerical solving routine is easily extendible to more than one dimensions, it simply requires some computational power and a suitable region of parameter space in which to look, such as the region we have discovered here. Additionally we hope that analyses can take place in other astronomical contexts, for instance in other galaxies, as well as in dark matter dominated dwarfs. Evidence from the CMB and large scale structure notwithstanding, solutions in other environments will also be essential for the symmetron to evolve into a usable model of dark matter, and may indeed be the simplest method to rule it out.
